ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
ITEM # L-GZ238PST-11C1

IMPORTANT:

Please read and follow all safety statements, warnings, assembly instructions, use & care directions before attempting to
assemble.

1. THIS UNIT IS HEAVY! When installing and assembling your gazebo, it is recommended that 2 or more adults are
involved.

2. Do not use the unit during an electrical storm, as there is a remote chance of getting struck by lightning.

3. Do not climb on top of the gazebo. Falling off the gazebo can result in serious injury, possibly even death.

4. Do not leave the gazebo assembled when there is a risk of high wind, as possible damage will occur to the gazebo and
to nearby property/structures.

5. Select ideal location. Set out all parts on a clear and level surface prior to assembly. Ideally, the gazebo frame should be
set up in its desired location to avoid moving it after assembly.

6. Ensure that all connectors & posts are firmly secured in position fully. It is important to do so before use so as to avoid
collapsing or damage to the item, which could result in injury.

7. Read all instructions before assembly and using this product.

8. Tools required for assembly are: ladder, hammer, and number 2 phillips screwdriver. These tools are not included.

9. KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC. This tent is made of flame-resistant
fabric. It is not fireproof. The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact with a flame source

10. Keep children away. Children must never be allowed in the work area. Do not let them handle parts and tools.

Parts List
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B

4

Base cover

C
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Beam

D

4

Small Top Connector
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1

Large Top Connector

F2

1

Small Top Pole

G

4

Long Support

H

2

Short Support

I

2

Glass side bar 1

J1

1

Glass side bar 2

J2

1

Small Canopy

L

1

Large Canopy

N

1

Hook

M

1

Hook rack

O

1

Hardware Pack 1
AA

M6X15 Bolt

8 PCS

BB

M6 Flat Washer

32 PCS

CC

M6X20 Bolt

16 PCS

DD

M6X35 Bolt

4 PCS

EE

M6 Nut

4 PCS

Z

M6 Wrench

1 PC

Fig.1: Attach the base cover (C) to post A1（A2）, tighten Base (B) with Post A1（A2）by using Bolt ( AA ) and Flat
Washer(BB).
Fig.2: Attach the Long Screen (H) and Short Screen (I) to Post A1（A2）with Bolt( CC)and Flat Washer(BB).
Fig.3: Insert Beam (D) into large top connector (F2), then assemble the hook (M) into the large top connector (F2)

Fig.4: Fix Beam (D) to Post A1（A2）with Bolt( DD) and Flat Washer(BB).
Fig.5: Insert small top pole (G) into small top connector (F1).
Fig.6: Put large canopy (N) onto the large top, do not fully spread, attach the assembled small top pole to large beam
(D).

Hardware Pack 2
AA

M6X15 Bolt

3 PCS

BB

M6 Flat Washer

7 PCS

CC

M6X20 bolt

4 PCS

FF

Φ6X180MM “7”stake

8PCS

Fig.7: Spread the small canopy (L), Put
small canopy onto assembled small top
pole, then cover four corners.

Fig.8: Spread the large canopy (N), put large canopy onto assembled beam (D), then cover four corners
Fig.9: Attach the connector of glass side bar J1 (J2) to U shaped plate on the post then tighten the connections by
bolt (CC) and flat washer (BB)
Fig.10: Attach hook rack (O) to glass side bar J2 by using bolt (AA) and flat washer (BB).

Fig.11: Lift up the base cover(C), secure the completely assembled gazebo into the
ground by using “7”stakes (FF).

Important
Please do not return this product to the store. For technical assistance or replacement parts, please call Sunjoy Group at 1
(866) 578-6569 between 8:00 AM EST and 8:00 PM PST. You may fax your replacement parts form (which is included in
the packaging) to 1 (740) 283-3549 or email to customer.care@sunjoygroup.com

Care & Maintenance
•Before using, clean the product completely with a soft, dry towel. When not in use, wipe free of any dirt or loose objects,
wash with a mild solution of soap and water; rinse thoroughly and dry completely.
•Do not use strong detergent or abrasive cleaners.
•Do not machine wash.
•Bolts can loosen over time. Be sure to check bolts occasionally, tightening as needed.
•This gazebo is not a permanent structure and should be disassembled & stored away after use。
•Our iron/steel components for garden accessories and patio items are coated with rust inhibiting paint that protects it from
rusting. However, due to the nature of iron, surface oxidation (rusting) will occur once these protective coatings are
scratched. This is a natural process and is not a defect! To minimize this condition, we recommend care when assembling
& handling the product to prevent scratching the paint. Should any scratching or damage occur, we recommend
immediate touch-up with rust inhibiting paint. Surface rust can also be easily removed with a very light application of
common cooking oil. If surface oxidation (rusting) occurs and if no measure is taken to prevent this, the oxidation may
start dripping on to deck or patio and cause damaging stains, which may be difficult to remove. This can be prevented if
measure is taken to keep the product from oxidizing.

Limited Warranty
•This limited warranty is extended to the original purchaser and applies to defects in materials and workmanship of your
item provided, The item is maintained with care and used only for personal, residential purposes.
•The item is warranted to be free from defects in material or workmanship for a period of half a year. If any defect is found,
please call our customer service department at 1-866-578-6569 for help. The manufacturer will not cover transportation or
delivery costs, nor compensate the individual or any outside party for assembling or disassembling the product. This
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

Exclusions
Items used for commercial, contract, or other non-residential purposes, or items damaged due to acts of nature,
vandalism, misuse, or improper assembly are not covered. Corrosion or rusting of hardware is not covered.

Proof of

purchase (dated register receipt) is required for warranty claims. Warranty is to the original purchaser and is
non-transferable. Any replacement of warranted items will be in the original style and color, or a similar style and color if
the original is unavailable or has been discontinued. As some states do not allow exclusions or limitations on an implied
warranty, the above exclusions and limitations may not apply. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also
have other rights, which vary from state to state.

